HARVARD HOCKEY DATE FEB. 16

EXPECT TO WIN

Technology Plays Tufts On Outdoor Ice Tomorrow

Captain John DaVentry's hockey team, received today from Tufts, provided outdoor ice is available. The weather, which is expected tomorrow, may or may not allow the Harvard Bridge traveler this winter, has been disappointing the hockey management with some uncertainty. However, it is hoped that tomorrow's game can be played. The opening match this season and a Technology win should be a matter of satisfaction and an improvement of the weekend, when the team will play with the exception of Outside French, which will be covered by water on the mass. The news has been definitely supposed and six or seven men will play or practice for the opening game.

Play Harvard Next Wednesday

The next big event on the calendar is the Harvard game which is scheduled to play the Crimson tonight at Wednesday, February 16, at the Arena. The Crimson is hot on the trail of the intercollegiate hunting, and doesn't intend to permit a team of engineers to intercept its triumphant progress. The Technology center will be in perfect trim for this game, which is the climax of its season. Were the famous Harvard team-swell and new recruit recognition comes together a whirlwind smash may be expected.

On February 23 the team will travel to Harvard to play Dartmouth. The Big Green team hasn't been doing very well, and tomorrow's victory is certain to win before the enthusiastic Harvard fans.

Local fans will probably demand a rubber from the Crimson, but a rub- ber from the Crimson will not be welcome to the team. The green team has been beaten times since their last victory, and the 100 in the order named. Bardes and Gurney were not as smooth as might be desired in passing the baton and a little yardage was lost before Gurney got under way. It is not possible to give definitely the number of games these teams are permitted to schedule.

For Basket Ball

We recommend our official No. 1 Basket Ball

Approved by the American Basketball Association

TRAINED STUDENTS OF THE BOSTON UNIVERSITY tank, doing the respective distances in 2:1 and 4.17 seconds. Goodwin Smith, former Worcester Academy captain, drove the 800 in second place, and the 100 in 28.48. In exhibition Harvard swim, he has been clocked at 1:1.1 and 1:11.3. At 50 in 1920 he has not been selected. However, the entries from which they will be picked are:

- Daley, Adams, Fitzgerald, King, Ayers, Smith, Whitehouse, Wadsworth, Lynch, Russell, Fitghorn, Adams, Jones, Smith, Allen, Mullins, O'Daly, Nichols, Perkins, Proctor, King, Kingsley, and the Orange but he is not superior progress. The Technology out-
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